Invitation Media Conference

Digitization in healthcare: Noser Health, HIAG Data and Microsoft
Switzerland are presenting a joint Swiss solution for the healthcare
sector
Noser Health, the eHealth brand of Noser Engineering AG, HIAG Data AG and
Microsoft Switzerland GmbH, will be announcing a strategic partnership on December
5th, 2016. The partnership enables Noser Health to offer hospitals, health care
institutions and medical practices, private network based software solutions with
100% Swiss oversight.
Digital transformation in healthcare is progressing rapidly. Topics such as "security",
"networking", "data storage" and "availability" require custom and secure solutions. In
collaboration with its partners, Noser Health offers a platform for "digitalization in healthcare"
based on HIAG Data's private network, enabling efficient and secure data handling.
Specialized services such as "treatment documentation", "vital data acquisition" and "patient
portals" can now be extended with individual solutions. The collaboration with Microsoft
brings one of the world's leading specialist for software, services and cloud solutions into the
partnership. Noser Health, HIAG Data and Microsoft Switzerland will announce the
collaboration and present the resulting solution in detail at the press conference.
Date: December 5th, 2016
Location: Au Premier, room Norma, Zurich Main Station
Time: 9:30 am
Contacts: Martin Straumann, Head of Noser Health, Hanspeter Tinner, COO HIAG Data,
Mirjam Blechner, Microsoft Switzerland GmbH.
Please register by November 30th, 2016. We look forward to seeing you.
If you have any further questions please contact: Karim M'Rad, Marketing / Communication
Noser Health.
Best regards
HIAG Immobilien and HIAG Data
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About HIAG Immobilien
HIAG Immobilien is a leading Swiss property owner, manager and redeveloper of former industrial
sites in attractive locations. Its real estate portfolio is broadly diversified both geographically as well as
in terms of property usage. HIAG Immobilien owns about 40 sites with a total surface area of 2.6
million m². The group generates an annualised property income of approximately CHF 51.5 million and
currently pursues roughly 50 short-, mid- and long term redevelopment projects. As a long-term
landlord HIAG Immobilien aims at sustainable development of new quarters and grows its portfolio on
a continuous basis.
About HIAG Data
HIAG Data makes an intelligent IT infrastructure platform available to IT service providers throughout
Switzerland. This backbone is composed of a carrier-independent fibre optic cable network throughout
Switzerland as well as the anchor sites of Biberist, Menziken and Lugano, in addition to IT
infrastructure that allows for flexible scaling of computing and storage capacities based on open
source technology and Microsoft Azure. HIAG Data is a fully owned subsidiary of HIAG Immobilien
Holding AG.
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